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Abstract —We aim to develop FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) filter using new multiplier that works on dual
port memory. The multiplier stores all possible precomputed product values corresponding to all the possible
input multiplicand values. When compared to the
distributed architecture processor, this configuration has a
reduced memory size and a less number of logic gates.
The applications based on digital communication, speech
processing make use of this processor. This processor has
many other modules incorporated inside it such as 3:8 line
address decoder, control circuit, 4bit to 3 bit address
encoder, memory, barrel shift register, etc.
This processor is designed and implemented using
Hardware Description Language (HDL)
where as to test and verify its functionality, the simulation
is done using Xilinx.
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INTRODUCTION
In a variety of applications based on image and
signal processing, the FIR filter is used as a
basic tool.[1] The width of the transition band is
determined by the order of the FIR filter. A
sharper transition between a pass band and the
adjacent stop band is received with the increase
in the order of the filter.[1] There are many
applications of signal processing which require
that the output of the filter linearly increases
with the order of the filter. But real time
implementation of these filters of large orders is
a very challenging task. Hence a lot of attempts
are being made to develop a dedicated VLSI
system with reduced complexity for these

filters.With the progress in the scaling of silicon
devices, the semiconductor memory has become
cheap, fast and more power efficient. According
to the ITRS, the embedded memories will have
dominant presence in the system-on-chip (SoC).
Also the transistor packing density of SRAM is
increasing at a much faster rate as compared to
the transistor density of logic devices. The
memory technology has been used in a wide and
a number of diverse manners depending upon
the requirement of various application
environments. Wide temperature memories for
automotive and high reliability memories for
biomedical
instrumentation
being
some
examples.The memory based technique may be
divided into two types. One is for inner
computation which is based on distributed
arithmetic (DA) while the other is for
computation of multiplication using the look up
table. In the first method i.e DA based method
all the possible values of the inner products of a
vector are stored in a look up table with any
possible point bit vector. Whereas in the second
method the input values with a fixed coefficient
are multiplied with the look up table that consist
of all the pre computed product values that
correspond to all possible input multiplicand
values. The size of memory of a Look up table
implementation that is multiplier based increases
exponentially with that of the input value’s word
length, if the inner products are implemented in
a straight forward way. As of that in a DA based
method the increase is exponential to the inner
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product length. The designers are in the attempt
to reduce the memory space in the DA based
architectures by making use of techniques such
as offset binary coding and group distributed
technique. For implementing an FIR filter a
decomposition method has been suggested so
that the memory size of a DA based method is
reduced but is has been observed that it results in
an increase in latency and also the number of
adders and latches used. Although a significant
study is done and methods have been introduced
for efficient look up table multiplier based
implementation but any further improvement in
the efficiency of look up table multiplier based
implementation of FIR filter is not found. We
aim to present two approaches for
implementation of FIR filters where the size of
memory is reduced to half as compared to the
conventional method. Also we observe that the
transposed form realization of FIR filter’s
implementation is more efficient than the direct
form.

implementing the conventional memory based
multiplication so that the values can be used as
look up table and consist of all the possible pre
computed product values of X.
The product word (A.Xi) is stored at the memory
location whose address corresponds to the binary
value of Xi for 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 2L-1 in a manner such
that if the L bit binary value of Xi is used as
address for the memory unit then its
corresponding product value is read out form
memory.
Even if there are 2L values corresponding to the
product values of C= A.X , we find that only odd
multiples of the corresponding words can be
stored in the look up table.
LUT WORDS AND PRODUCT VALUES FOR
INPUT LENGTH L = 4
TABLE-1

DESIGN OF LUT FOR MEMORY-BASED
MULTIPLICATION
The figure below shows the basic principle used
in the memory based multiplication method.

Fig A conventional memory based multiplier
Let us suppose that ‘A’ is a fixed coefficient and
‘X’ is an input word that is to be multiplied with
A. If we make an assumption that X is an
unsigned binary number of word length L then
there are 2 ^L values possible for X and hence
there are certain possibilities for the values of
the product C which is given by C=A.X . Hence
a memory unit of 2L words is required for

All the (2L/2) -1 product words are even
multiples of A wile only one of the product
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words is found to be zero. The even multiples of
A can be obtained by left shifting of one of the
odd multiples of A. This has been depicted in the
table above which gives the product values for
length L=4. The eight odd multiples given by
AX (2i+1) are stored as Pi for i=0,1,2,3…….7, at
eight different memory locations. Whereas all
the even multiples of A such as 2A, 4A and 8A
are obtained by left shifting of A. In the same
manner 6A and 12A are obtained by left shifting
3A, and 10A and 14A are obtained by left
shifting of 5A and 7A respectively.
The address X=(0000) can be obtained by
resetting the output of the look up table. For an
input multiplicand of word size L , only the odd
values of multiples i.e (2L/2) values are needed
to be stored in the core memory of the look up
table where as the remaining (2L/2 -1 ) values
which are non zero values can be obtained by
left shifting of the stored values. Hence a look up
table for the multiplication of an L bit input and
W bit coefficient can be built on the following
assumptions:
1. To store all the multiples of A that are odd, a
memory unit of 2L/2 words of (W+L) bit width
is needed.
2. To get the even multiples of A , a barrel
shifter is required that can produce (L-1) left
shifts.
3. An encoder is used to map the input word that
is of L bit with the (L-1) bit address of the look
up table.
4. For the barrel shifter to produce the required
shifts for the output of the look up table the
necessary control bits are generated by the
control circuit. This control circuit is also
responsible for generating a RESET signal
which resets the output of look up table when
X= 0.
III. Proposed LUT-Based Multiplier for an
input of 4-Bit
Figure 2 shows the multiplier that is based on
look up table for an input of word size L = 4.

Figure 2a. LUT-Based Multiplier for L=4
It consists of a memory array of word length of
eight bits (w+4), a 3:8 address decoder, a NOR
cell , a barrel shifter, a 4:3 bit encoder which is
used to map the 4-bit input operand with the 3bit address of the look up table, and a control
circuit required for generating the control word
for barrel shifter as well as the RESET signal for
NOR cell.
Figure 2b shows the 4:3 bit encoder input. It
accepts an input word of four bits (S3,S2,S1) and
maps it with the address word which is of 3 bits
(d2,d1,d0).
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Figure 2b. 4:3 Encoder
The values of AX(2i +1 ) that are pre computed
are stored as pi for various values of I from
i=0,1,2 ……7 at the eight consecutive memory
locations in the memory array. They are shown
in table 1in bit inverted form. The decoder takes
an address (3 bit ) from encoder input and
generates the required word select signals that
helps to select the required word from the
memory array. The memory array produces an
output that is its sub multiple in bit inverted
form.
It is clear from table 1 that when then input
operand is among one of the values the look up
table output is to be shifted left by one location.
And if it is (0 1 0 0 ) or ( 1 1 0 0 ) then the
shifting is required two times i.e two left shifts
are needed. Sometimes three shifts are required
whereas for other input operands no shifts are
required. As maximum three left shifts are
required to taken on a stored word, using a barrel
shifter of two stage is sufficient. The number of
times the shifting is to be performed on the look
up table’s output and that for the control bits for
different values are as given in the table 1.
Figure 2c. shows the control circuit that
generates the control bits which is given by

Figure 2c. Control circuit

Fig 2d. Two-stage logarithmic barrel-shifter for

w=4
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The outputs of all the NOR gates are obtained to
be 0 when the RESET input is 1.
Whereas when the RESET is 0 the outputs
received at the NOR gates becomes
complementary to that of the output bits of the
look up table. This is the reason why the bit
inverted form of the product values is stored in
the look up table. All the NOR gates can be
integrated with the memory array if the LUT is
to be implemented making use of a ROM. Thus
the need of NOR cells can be eliminated by
using a ROM.

Fig 2 e. Structure of the NOR-cell.

Figure 2d shows a logarithmic barrel-shifter for
W=L=4 which consists of two stages of 2:1 line
bit level multiplexers with inverted output. In
this circuitr each stage consists of (W+4) number
of 2 input AND-OR-Invert gates. These AOI
gates of first stage feed on the control bits (s0
and ,͞s0) while stage two feeds on (s1 and ,͞s1).
Each stage performs multiplexing in an inverted
manner hence after two stages the barrel shifter
produces the desired number of shifts in an un
inverted form.The input X= 0000 corresponds to
multiplying by X=0 and gives the product A.X =
0. Hence when the operand value is 0000 , the
look up table’s output is be reset which is
implemented by a NOR cell as shown in figure
2e. which uses active high reset. The NOR gates
receives one input in the form of reset bit and the
other input is fed with output of look up table in
parallel.
When X=0000 the control circuit generates a
RESET signal which is active high and is
generated according to the following expression:

Conclusion
To reduce the size of the look up table as
compared to that of the conventional design is
the main aim of the design. The size of the look
up table is reduced to half by using odd multiple
storage for the address length of 4, and by using
the components such as a barrel shifter of two
stages, (w+4 ) number of NOR gates where w is
the length of the word of the multiplying
coefficients. For implementation of FIR filter to
a further stage the memory based structures
having a throughput of unity are to be designed
(three numbers). Out of these, one is based on
the principle of DA whereas the remaining two
are look up table multiplier based making use of
both the conventional and the proposed look up
table structure.
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